A BIBLE STUDY ON ISAIAH 40-55
Are we living in exile? Yes, suggests Walter Bruegge mann who states that "those persons, however, find out even in their power and influence how difficult it is to act through the rhetoric and out of the claims of this theological tradition. Like Daniel and the exiles of ancient Israel, the powerful among us must travel mostly incognito in the culture at large the faith claims in our theological tradition are increasingly at odds with dominant American values the anti-human side of American self-discernment has grown more powerful and bold. We hold to an identity and a vocation, an overriding loyalty, which is largely unwelcome in our society." For Brueggemann, Neither assimilation nor despair are appropriate responses. Instead he calls for "fresh, imaginative theologmal work" through six disciplines of readiness he draws from Isaiah 40-55. The six are a litany of dangers -memories, criticism, promises, song, bread, and departure.
Read Isaiah 46:6-7, 51:1-2, and Hebrews 11:8-13. Can your faith speak of dangerous memories and criticism within our empire.
Read Isaiah 54:1-3 and 42:10-16. Are their dangerous promises and songs to embrace today? Read Isaiah 55:1-3, 12, and 52:11-12. Is their a satisfying dangerous nouriishing bread for you? (see Exodus 16) Should we depart from the American empire? (see note below) "We reflect upon a departure from the ideology of the empire, from militarism which produces fear, from consumerism which ends in satiated despair, from greed which breeds brutality, from ambition which ends in isolation, from competence which begets anxiety ... "Such newness of people, community and creation is God's gift which God may give or withhold. We can only stand in readiness for what God may do But that standing in readiness requires the use intentional disciplines which in every case are marked by danger: dangerous memories reaching all the way back to our barren mother Sarah; dangerous criticism which mocks the deadly empire; dangerous promises which imagine a shift Of power in the world; dangerous songs which sing of unexpected newness of life; dangerous bread free of all imperial ovens; all leading to dangerous departures of heart and body and mind, leavings undertaken in trust and obedience. The gospel, in our moment of exhaustion, is a caring promise and a wondrous assertion that we belong and are intensely cared for." (Is:43:1-2) (See Brueggemann's ISAIAH commentary)
A BIBLE STUDY ON JEREMIAH
Jeremiah lived during the time of the fall of Jerusalem (597 and 586 B.C.). Israel was idolatrous and sinful. The nation did not repent so God raised up his "servant" Nebuchadnezzasr to "destroy them and make them a horror, a hissing, and an everlastingdesolations." (Jer 25:9). The book of Jeremiah is not only about Judah but is also about Jeremiah himself. Jeremiah feared for his life, even in his hometown Anathoth (11:18f) . Jeremiah felt great anger and grief about his land and his nation. He had to withdraw support for his nation; even God directed him to stop praying for the people (7:16, 11:14)! Walter Brueggemann traces traces three aspects of the theological tradition found in Jeremeiah: "Israel's covenant with Yahweh, rooted in the memories and mandates of the Sinai tradion; the pathos of Yahweh; and the royal-temple ideology of Jerusalem. 
